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ACEXPIEL. CELEBRATING 20 YEARS AT ALL CHINA
LEATHER EXHIBITION
La Doma SA de Curtidos, Riba Guixá and Inpelsa recognized for their
long-lasting contribution to China mainland’s only international leather
fair.
The Spanish Tanners participation at ACLE 2018 coincides with the 20th
anniversary of this international show that first opened its doors in Beijing.
With just over 200 square meters and 11 Spanish companies attending All
China Leather Exhibition association, within the contingency we have three
international companies that have supported this international platform
with their continuous presence. The three tanneries mentioned are Inpelsa,
La Doma SA de Curtidos and Riba Guixà, all of them considered
ambassadors to the Spanish leather in the global fashion arena. The spirit
of association and collaboration still remains strong and as recognition of
the long-lasting relationship between both parties, Acexpiel has sponsored
the ACLE 2018 Gala dinner where Inpelsa, La Doma and Riba Guixa will be
rewarded, together with a number of other international companies, their
long-term contribution to a market which 20 years ago had just opened its
doors. It is also important to highlight that it is companies like the above
mentioned that played an important role in the success of a show that began
very modestly in Beijing.
Albeit the fact that China is no longer Spain’s main export destinations
(Europe - Italy and France - being the destination for over 50% of all articles
produced in Spain), this market is still strategic for the growth and
sustainability of the Spanish leather industry. Proof of this importance is the
consolidation of the Spanish Tanners articles in China mainland and the
presence of Spanish tanneries at ACLE since the first edition in 1988.
However, the slowdown of the Chinese manufacturing industry is
confirmed though the ACLE barometer, which has seen a drop of over 200
exhibitors from the 2017 edition.

The Spanish participation is spread between halls E1 – Tanneries and E2,
where the visitor can encounter the Spanish participation of chemical and
machinery brands.
HALL E1 TANNERIES
CASAS I FILLS
INPELSA -GRUPO LEDERVAL
RIBA GUIXA
LA DOMA DE CURTIDOS

E1/C11b/ES
E1/C11a/ES
E1/C12a/ES
E1/B13b/ES

HALL E2 CHEMICALS & MACHINERY
LEATHERQUIMICA
OLCINA GROUP
TEXAPEL
LABORATORIOS MIRET/LAMIRSA
MARLET QUIMICA
QUIMIPIEL
QUIMSER

E2/D25a/ES
E2/C25b/ES
E2/C25a/ES
E2/D25b/ES
E2/D26a/ES
E2/C26a/ES
E2/C26b/ES
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